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Many of our clients are starting to budget for 2014.  
One of the major expense items is insurance and the 
purpose of this article is to explain where the indus-
try is in the insurance cycle and what you can expect 
to see in 2014.  Recognize that these prognostica-
tions are general in nature.  Every risk (that’s one of 
the names that insurance companies call insureds) 
is unique and rates will be affected by individual loss 
experience and other factors that collectively make 
up a company’s risk profile. 

In order to look forward, we need to understand how 
the industry’s cycle works and what drives it.  It is 
also important to look at past industry metrics since 
they will directly impact insurance industry objectives 
moving forward.  

Insurance Cycles Defined
Like many industries, the insurance industry is cycli-
cal. However, the insurance cycle generally runs 
independently of other business cycles. Insurance 
companies make money in one of two ways:
• Underwriting profits
• Investment income

An underwriting profit is achieved when losses plus 
all expenses are less than premiums. When you 
divide the former by the latter, you come up with what 
is called the combined ratio. A combined ratio of less 
than 100% means there is an underwriting profit, and 
a combined ratio of more than 100% means there 
is an underwriting loss.  If you review Table 1 below, 
you will note that in the last 10 years, the industry has 
only generated an underwriting profit three times.  

Insurance companies also make money on the inter-
est they earn on the reserves they have set aside 
to pay future claims.  This represents an insurance 
company’s policyholder surplus. During periods of 
substantial investment returns, insurance companies 
may be willing to underwrite at a loss because they 
can make up the deficit on the investment side.
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Insurance Cycle Table Table 1 - $ in Billions

Description 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Net Written Premium $403.80 $421.10 $425.90 $443.80 $440.60 $434.90 $418.40 $423.80 $438.0 $456.90

Combined Ratio 100.1 98.1 100.9 92.4 95.5 105 101 102.4 108.1 103.2

Investment Income $38.7 $39.6 $49.7 $52.3 $55.1 $51.5 $47.1 $47.6 $49.1 $47.7

Operating Income $33.7 $44.1 $45.1 $84.6 $73.4 $30.6 $45.0 $38.2 $15.4 $33.3

Policyholder Surplus $347.0 $391.4 $425.8 $447.1 $517.90 $457.30 $511.50 $556.90 $553.70 $586.8

Return on Avg. Net Worth 8.8% 9.4% 9.6% 12.7% 10.9% 0.1% 5.0% 5.6% 3.0% 5.1%
Source: Insurance Matters (iii-insurancematters.org)

Insurance Cycle  Table 1 ($ in Billions)



Policyholder surplus is critical to understanding the 
economics of the insurance business. While demand 
for insurance remains relatively constant, supply 
(surplus) fluctuates up and down. If surplus goes 
down, insurance companies become more selective 
on which accounts they will consider, the industry 
becomes less competitive, and policy terms become 
more restrictive. This is known as a “hard” market.  

Conversely, if surplus goes up, the industry becomes 
more competitive.  Rates go down, underwriters are 
willing to consider risks they wouldn’t consider in a 
hard market, and they are willing to offer broader 
coverage in order to attract business. This is referred 
to as a “soft” market.

So Where in the Cycle Are We and 
What Does This Mean for 2014?
The industry is in an interesting place. A true hard 
market is driven by poor returns and decreasing 
surplus. Return on net worth continues to be weak.  
2012 was the fifth year in a row with returns under 
6%.  This is attributed to poor underwriting results 
and lousy investment returns. But despite poor 
returns, policyholder surplus is at an all-time high, 
growing over 28% in the last four years.  

(continued from page 1) State of the Insurance Market
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Although surplus is currently more than adequate, in 
order to remain healthy the insurance industry needs 
to continue to generate capital.  In order to attract 
investors, however, the industry has to provide an 
acceptable return on equity. Most investors seek at 
least an 8% return and ideally want 12% or more.  
The insurance industry’s 60-year average is 8.9%.  
Once again referring to Table 1, you will note that in 
the last 10 years, the industry has only exceeded 8% 
five times and hasn’t done so in the past five years.  
The industry has averaged a 7% return in the past 
decade and a meager 3.7% in the last five years.

For the five years from 2003 through 2007, the 
industry averaged returns of 10.3%.  These hefty re-
turns fueled competition and accordingly rates came 
down.  If you look at Table 2 below you will note that 
average property and casualty rates started drop-
ping in 2004.  From 2004 through 2011, rates for the 
property and casualty industry dropped nearly 40%.  
2012 was the first year average rates had increased 
since 2004.  With an average increase of 4% in 
2013, rates will have increased 9% since bottoming 
out in 2011; however, they will still be 33% below 
where they were in 2004.

Increase/Decrease

Table 2                                                Average Property & Casualty Rate Changes
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What we have right now is a moderate hard market, 
lousy returns, but plenty of surplus.  Insurance com-
panies need to increase rates in order to improve 
returns, but the substantial surplus creates aggres-
sive competition which is moderating what would 
otherwise be substantially higher rates. So what can 
you expect in 2014?

Property, Liability, Auto and Excess
As mentioned above, all the insurance companies we 
work with want five to 10 points of rate on renewal.  
Unfortunately (for the insurers), the industry remains 
competitive and insurance companies don’t want to 
lose their preferred customers to other opportunistic 
competitors.  For preferred risks, we expect on aver-
age to see renewal rates ranging from flat to plus 5%.  
We would suggest using 5% as a budget number 
increase.  Note that this is rate, not premium.  Premi-
um is determined by multiplying rate times exposure 
(property values, sales, payroll, etc.).  For non-
preferred businesses (high hazard industries or poor 
loss experience), you can expect larger increases.  
Property risks in wind-exposed areas are also see-
ing substantial rate increases.  If you feel your firm 
may be considered non-preferred, it would be wise to 
talk with your broker or underwriter now, to get their 
thoughts on what you can expect.  

Professional Liability
Rates vary depending on the industry and desirabil-
ity of the risk.  Overall, however, market trends are 
similar to the rate changes mentioned above for prop-
erty, auto liability and excess.  Preferred architects, 
engineers and construction managers can expect 
flat to plus 5%. Similarly, preferred accountants and 
attorneys shouldn’t expect anything more than plus 
5%, but higher risk professionals such as structural 
engineers, geo-techs and environmental consultants 
may see rate increases higher than that.  

Executive Risk
Executive risk includes directors and officers liability 
(D&O), employment practices liability (EPL) and fidu-
ciary liability.  While results for fiduciary liability have 
remained decent, experience for both D&O and EPL 
has been poor.  The down economy and resultant 
high unemployment has substantially increased the 
claims against directors and officers and the number 
of employment-related lawsuits has escalated dra-
matically as well.  On average, we are seeing 10-
15% rate increases on these lines, but 25% or higher 
is not uncommon.  It is wise to start early on these 

(continued from page 2) State of the Insurance Market

Employment Practices Liability  
Insurance - How to Make EPLI Work  
for Your Business 
Friday, October 25, 2013
7:30 AM Registration
8:00 AM - 10:00 AM Program

Employee Handbooks - Start Now for a 
January 2014 Launch!
Friday, November 15, 2013
7:30 AM Registration
8:00 AM - 10:00 AM Program

Sexual Harassment Prevention Training
Friday, December 6, 2013
7:30 AM Registration
8:00 AM - 10:00 AM Program

Reserve Early, Seating is Limited!
To register, email contact Bethany Mongold at  
mongold@cavignac.com or call 619-744-0540.

 
Due to the popularity of our seminars and limited 
space available, we regret we cannot provide re-
funds or credits with less than 72 hours advance 
notice of  cancellation.

Risk Management 
Seminar Series

State of the Insurance Market (continued on page 4)
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renewals and market your program effectively with a 
specialist broker.  Recognize that all of these policies 
are unique to each insurance company and coverage 
varies dramatically.  Make sure you get appropriate 
coverage at the lowest realistic cost.

Workers’ Compensation
Workers’ compensation continues to be a huge chal-
lenge for the insurance industry, especially in Califor-
nia.  Nationally, the combined ratio in 2012 was 108%, 
which was down from 114% in 2011.  In California, 
the 2012 combined ratio was 117% and this was a 
substantial improvement over 2011, which was 137%.  
Over the last four years, the combined ratio in Califor-
nia has averaged 132% (Table 3).

If underwriters in California want a 5% underwriting 
profit, they need another 22 points (at least) of rate!  
This is in addition to the rate increases the industry 
has experienced in the past several years (35%).  
Rates bottomed out in California in 2009 (Table 4).  
The average rate charged in the state was $2.10 
per $100 of payroll.  Since then, average rates have 
increased to $2.83. While this is significant, it needs 
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Table 3 - California Workers’ Compensation 
Projected Accident Year Combined Loss and Expense Ratios*

as of 6/30/13

*The cost of medical cost containment programs is reflected in LAE for accident years 2011 and 2012. It is reflected in losses for all other accident years. 

Source: WCIRB projections

to be put into perspective.  Rates peaked in 2003 at 
$6.29.  From 2003 through 2009, rates dropped a 
staggering 67%.  This was attributable to reforms in 
the system that moderated expenses as well as in-
tense competition which mirrors the insurance market 
in general, as discussed previously.  The current aver-
age rate of $2.83 is still 55% less than it was in 2003.  
Even if the industry was able to get the additional 22 
points that they need to be profitable, average rates 
would still be 45% below the 2003 rates. 
 
Ultimately, what you pay for workers’ compensation 
is determined by your net rates.  A net rate is the rate 
after application of insurance company credits or 
debits and your experience modification.  Underwrit-
ers generally have latitude to adjust your base rate 
plus or minus 25-40% based on how they feel about 
your account.  This underscores the importance of a 
thoughtfully completed submission to the underwriting 
community which extols the virtues of your firm, why 
you are a good risk, and why your company deserves 
significant credits.  You should also understand your 
experience modification (click here to see a previous 
newsletter) and have your 2014 mod projected.  Cer-

State of the Insurance Market (continued on page 5)
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tain factors in the experience modification equation 
have changed in recent years and this has adversely 
affected some employers.  The Workers’ Compensa-
tion Insurance Rating Bureau (The Bureau) usually 
releases experience mods 30-90 days prior to policy 
expiration; however, a competent broker can project 
your mod confidently five months out or earlier if there 
are few or no open claims.  

State of the Insurance Market (continued from page 4)

Table 4 - California Workers’ Compensation 
Industry Average Charged Rate per $100 of Payroll

Policy Year

$ Dollars

Source: Insurer unit statistical reports through 2010 and WCIRB projections for 2011 through 2013

While defaults have been on the rise in the past two 
years, most of the surety failures have been isolated 
to trade subcontractors which led to the demise of 
a few general contractors. What cannot be ignored 
is the drastic increase in project financing disputes 
and payment bond claims. The intense magnitude 
of project financing claims may only be stalling the 
inevitable--more serious looming performance bond 
claims that have not yet been fully recognized. Today, 
many owners and contractors simply do not have the 
adequate financial strength they once had to manage 
cash flow through financial disagreements.

Recognize that this discussion involves average 
rates. There are hundreds of class codes in Califor-
nia (and every other state) and each one is evalu-
ated separately and has its own rate.  We are seeing 
some class codes go up as much as 40% or more, 
while others have actually decreased.  Overall, we 
expect to see pure rate increases of 10-15% in 2014 
(before application of underwriting factors and your 
experience modification).  It is prudent to begin dis-
cussions with your underwriter early.  Find out what 
their current base rates are compared to the ones on 
your policy.  Ask about the types of credits you can 
expect to see and determine if your underwriter will 
be submitting another rate filing before you renew.  

State of the Insurance Market (continued on page 6)

Surety
Consistent with most of the financial markets, the 
surety industry currently remains profitable despite 
the increase in loss activities this year. However, just 
as the country recently averted a near-miss budget 
crisis with only temporary relief, the industry will likely 
continue to struggle in 2014.  Further increases in loss 
frequency are anticipated, but hopefully significant 
and severe losses will be avoided.  
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Surety capacity remains plentiful. There is feverous 
competition among sureties for small contractors and 
even jumbo contractors are enjoying rate reductions 
with tremendous mega-project opportunities. Sureties 
have a growing cautiousness with mid-size contrac-
tors. Underwriters are continuing to closely scrutinize 
financial statements, paying close attention to cash 
flow, work in progress, realization of estimated profits 
and overhead. Sureties are focused on under-billings, 
aged receivables, cash balances and availability 
to preferred bank lines of credit. To get the added 
comfort needed on often-stressed balance sheets, 
sureties are increasingly requiring project fund con-
trol agreements, cash infusions and other tightening 
underwriting conditions. As losses continue to rise in 
2014, sureties will be maintaining a closer eye on their 
credit partners. 

Health Insurance
Medical insurance costs in 2013 trended between 
6-9%, with most companies receiving single digit 
increases on their health insurance plans.  All compa-
nies with between 2-50 employees have been asked 
to consider renewing early on December 1, 2013.  
These December renewal increases have been com-
ing in between 0-10%.  The main reason to consider 
an early renewal is to delay the effects of the Patient  
Protection Affordable Case Act (PPACA or ACA), 
sometimes referred to as Obamacare. Click here to 
see our August newsletter for detailed information  
on PPACA.  

All plans for non-grandfathered small groups (2-50 
employees) are changing in 2014.  The medical ben-
efits, prescription benefits, networks, age bands, Rate 
Adjustment Factors (RAF), waiting periods, taxes and 
fees will change for every insurance carrier in this 
category next year. Rates are expected to increase 
between 20-40% because of these changes.  

Renewing early in December may only delay the in-
evitable, but it will buy some time for small businesses 
to plan and to educate their employees.  It is also pos-
sible that the cost for coverage will be less than the 
projected 20+% in the fourth quarter of 2014. 

Some of the provider networks we currently enjoy 
may also be changing in 2014.  Insurance carriers are 
asking for greater discounts from hospitals, medical 
groups and doctors and are offering patient exclusivity 
in return. Similarly, hospitals and doctors are joining  
together and forming Accountable Care Organiza-
tions (ACO) to offer the same.  Smaller networks with 
greater discounts equal lower medical premiums.  The 

narrow network options should be considered when 
renewing in 2014. 

Dental, life, vision, disability and worksite products 
continue to remain extremely popular benefits for 
employees.

  

Best Practices
An insurance policy is a contract between an insured 
and an insurance company.  In exchange for the pre-
mium, the insurance company agrees to bear risk as 
spelled out in the policy.  So what can you do to lower 
the cost of your insurance?

1. Create a Culture of Safety  
a. Make certain you have an effective and com-

pliant safety program.        
b. Your safety culture needs to be supported by 

senior management and supervisory employ-
ees responsible for implementing it need to 
be rated and evaluated on their efforts in this 
area.  

c. Develop post-accident best practices.  The 
way a claim is handled and managed in the 
first 24-48 hours can make a huge impact on 
the ultimate result.   

2. Start your renewal process early. Discuss market-
ing with your broker and engage your underwriter 
as well, if appropriate.  

3. Work with the right insurance company--one that 
offers risk control services and proactive claims 
management in addition to a policy and reactive 
service. 

4. Work with the right broker.  Brokers vary dramati-
cally in the services they offer.  Unless you have 
a full-time risk manager, your broker needs to 
coordinate your risk management efforts.

The insurance industry will continue to vacillate 
between hard and soft market cycles and there isn’t 
anything you can do about it.  What you can do, how-
ever, is proactively manage your operations to lower 
the frequency and severity of claims that drive your 
insurance and risk management costs.  

State of the Insurance Market (continued from page 5)
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When breast cancer starts out, it is too 
small to feel and does not cause signs 
and symptoms. As it grows, however, 
breast cancer can cause changes in 
how the breast looks or feels.

Symptoms of breast cancer include 
lumps in the breast or underarm area, 
thickening, swelling, flaking, irritation 
and unexplained redness of the breast 
areas. Nipple discharge other than 
breast milk is also a symptom.

Regular mammograms are the best 
tests doctors have to find breast 
cancer early, sometimes up to three 
years before it can be felt. When their 
breast cancer is found early, many 
women go on to live long and healthy 
lives.

Because variables like heredity and 
lifestyle can influence the likelihood of 
developing breast cancer, women are 
encouraged to ask their doctors for a 
formal estimation of their risk.

Aside from mammograms, general 
lifestyle changes women can adopt to 
reduce their risk of developing breast 
cancer include limiting alcohol intake, 
controlling weight and engaging in 
regular exercise.

The Perfect Lunch for You and Your Kids Breast Cancer 
Prevention

October 2013

According to recently published data by 
the National Institute of Health, two-
thirds of teenagers eat less than one 
serving of fruits and vegetables a day. 
Adults fare no better, as less than 30 
percent consume the recommended 
daily number of servings. 

Those numbers are concerning 
because we all know the health 
benefits associated with diets high in 
produce: slimmer bodies, healthier 
lifestyles and reduced likelihood of 
chronic illness. And diets that include 
plenty of fresh vegetables have also 
been shown to help improve children’s 
academic performance. 

To achieve those results, teenage girls 
should be eating 1½ cups of fruit and 
2½ cups of vegetables every day. Boys 
should be eating half a cup more of 
each per day. These numbers apply to 
most adults as well.

For adults and children alike, lunches 
should include an entrée made up of 
protein, whole grains and a vegetable. 
Suggestions include turkey pitas, bean 
and potato tacos, corn chips with a 
black bean and cheese dip, and that 
old mainstay: the sandwich.

Entrées should be accompanied by a 
fruit or veggie side. These could 
include carrots with red pepper 
hummus, celery sticks with veggie 
cream cheese, apple slices with 
peanut butter or a cup of yogurt with 
fresh fruit slices.

To make healthy lunches that appeal to 
your kids, consider the following tips.

Let your children choose vegetables at 
the store or from the fridge, as they 
will be more likely to eat what they’ve 
picked out themselves.

Help your kids plant and grow a small 
herb garden. Most herbs are easy to 
maintain, and your children will be 
eager to see their plants included in 
meals. Take the hands-on involvement 
concept even further by helping them 
chop vegetables and prepare their 
own lunches.

You could also take your kids to a 
farmer’s market or even a farm or 
orchard to stimulate their interest in 
food production and give them access 
to the freshest, tastiest fruits and 
vegetables.

Finally, find out about the dietary habits 
of your children’s role models. Point out 
that most actors and athletes take 
really good care of themselves by 
maintaining a super-healthy diet.

Brought to you by: 

Did you know?
Breast cancer is the fifth leading 
cause of death in women age 40 
or above, behind heart disease, 
stroke, lung cancer and other 
lung diseases.
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Chicken Vegetable Soup 
With Kale 

All gyms are not created equal. While most gyms provide the 
same set of essential services, there are many important 
differences in specialization and availability. Here are some tips 
to keep in mind when choosing a gym that’s right for you: 

Match your goals—A gym that specializes in lots of muscle 
sculpting equipment isn’t going to help much if you are trying to 
lose weight and start a cardio program. Before signing a 
contract, seriously consider your fitness goals and what services 
you need to achieve them. 

Location, money, time—The best gyms in the world aren’t 
going to help you if they are too out-of-the-way for to you to 
travel to them regularly, or if they are only open when you’re 
unable to work out. It also won’t help if getting a membership is 
beyond what you can reasonably afford. Finding a gym that is 
both convenient and affordable for you will go a long way 
towards helping you meet your fitness goals. 

Halloween Savings 

How to Find Your Perfect Gym 
Shop around—Take advantage of day passes and prospective 
member programs to see what each gym has to offer before 
making a final decision. Many let you attend exercise classes 
where you can observe how much individual attention 
participants get from the instructor. Also be sure to compare the 
availability of machines, free space, lockers, mirrors and water 
fountains. 

Unlike most holidays, Halloween has little in the way of 
obligations and a lot in the way of fun. Like most holidays, 
however, Halloween can be expensive, leaving its mark on your 
bank account long after the costumes have been mothballed 
and the pumpkins discarded. This year, use the following 
suggestions to maximize your fun while minimizing your 
expenses. 

Discount and ration candy. Bulk stores and Internet shopping 
sites often offer deals on large purchases. Bulk hard candy is 
generally the cheapest buy on the market. Limit your handouts 
to one or two pieces per trick-or-treater to make supplies last. 

Buy pumpkins close to Halloween. Buying a pumpkin on or 
just before Halloween will come with significant savings and will 
keep it from decaying by the time the big night arrives. 

Make your own decorations. Lots of leaves in your yard? Pick 
up pumpkin trash bags to make pumpkin decorations. Use 
spray-painted cardboard or cereal boxes to form makeshift 
tombstones. Fashion cotton balls or quilt padding into cobwebs. 
There are a plethora of frugal shortcuts available once you start 
getting creative. 

Improvise costumes. Why pay a bunch of money for an outfit 
that will only be worn once? Refashion old clothes and items to 
dress like an iconic figure. Scour thrift stores to complete your 
ensemble on the cheap. Parents can also swap children’s 
costumes to prevent having to buy new materials every year. 

Start planning for next year. After Halloween ends, large 
discounts are available at many stores for costumes and 
decorative items, so plan a shopping trip right after Oct. 31 to 
save big on next year’s festivities. 

This flavorful soup combines the succulent taste of chicken with 
the heartiness and healthiness of kale and roasted vegetables 
to form the perfect dinner for chilly October nights. 

4 tsp. vegetable oil 
1 cup onion (chopped) 
1 cup carrot (chopped) 
2 tsp. ground thyme 
4 garlic cloves (minced) 
4 cups water or chicken broth 
1½ cups tomatoes (diced) 
2 cups cooked skinless chicken (cubed) 
1 cup cooked brown or white rice 
2 cups kale (chopped) 

Heat oil in a medium saucepan. Add the onion and carrot, 
sautéing until vegetables are tender, about 5 to 8 minutes. Add 
garlic and thyme and sauté for an additional minute. Add water 
or broth, tomatoes, cooked rice, chicken and kale. Simmer for 5 
to 10 minutes. 

Yield: 6 servings. Each serving provides 180 calories, 5g of fat, 
1g of saturated fat, 40mg of cholesterol, 85mg of sodium and 3g 
of fiber. 
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Mission
The mission of the Alpha Project is to empower 
individuals, families, and communities by providing 
work, recovery and support services to people who 
are motivated to change their lives and achieve self-
sufficiency.  The agency’s many programs are avail-
able to all persons in need regardless of race, creed, 
color, ethnicity, national origin, religion, gender, or 
sexual orientation.

Alpha Project strives not to manage homelessness, 
but rather to end it for its clients by offering jobs not 
handouts, respect not pity and empowerment not 
control.  We provide the homeless with the tools they 
need to be the very best they can be.

Each program offered by the Alpha Project focuses 
on assisting participants to attain their own optimal 
level of independence.  For most of our program 
participants, successful completion of our programs 

Cavignac & Associates is proud to support local and  
non-profit civic organizations, including Alpha Project

will mean complete and permanent independence 
through education, employment, sobriety, and stabil-
ity.  For those clients with special needs, our pro-
grams maximize their own potential and supports as 
much independence as possible.  All of our clients 
regardless of their history are encouraged, support-
ed, and assisted in reaching their maximum potential 
with dignity and respect.

History of the Alpha Project
Founded in 1986 as a simple project offering work 
opportunities for homeless men, today Alpha Project 
operates numerous programs serving over 4,000 
people daily.  The agency has created over 600 
units of affordable rental housing projects and has 
sponsored home ownership programs.  Recognized 
nationally by President George Bush as the coun-
try’s 185th Point of Light, Alpha Project empowers 
its clients to take personal responsibility for solving 
problems. 

For more information about Alpha Project, visit: www.alphaproject.org
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